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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

 Dear Collector friends,

The office will be CLOSED March 31 - April 8.
 
Canada Post announced a major postal rate 

increase effective March 31, 2014. The new domestic 
rate is 85c +13% HST = 96c up from 63c + tax. That's 
more than a 35% price increase and will add $1000's 
to our annual postage costs. Parcel, foreign & other 
rates are yet to be announced, but rising as well.

Because of this massive increase we must 
make it a priority to send our ReveNews newsletters 
electronically rather than by postal mail.

Printed copies of ``ReveNews`` will continue to 
be available FREE to active buyers, as well as to paid 
subscribers. Colour edition is now available as well.

Please contact me by email, mail or phone if you 
wish to continue receiving your copy by regular mail 
or send in your subscription, see page 2 .

If you are not an active buyer and we don't hear 
from you we will assume that you have joined our 

electronic mailing list directly on our website. 
Please call if you have any questions

Our weekly INTERNET PRICELISTS are well 
received. We will expand & enhance these with a 
greater range of material. Take a look on our website  
-  you will like it. You can subscribe/unsubscribe at any 
time. There is absolutely no cost or obligation to you.

Sign up for our electronic mailing list today on 
our website or email me your email address and I can 
do it for you. This mailing list is only used by us and 
will not be shared with anyone  You can join/cancel 
any time. This is a free service.

AOL & VERIZON subscribers please add this 
email address to your allowed address book lists 
esjvandam@canadarevenuestamps.com

If you call  & get voice mail, please leave a detailed 
message with items you wish to order. Usually I 
respond within 48 hours  unless I am out of town, in 
which case I will contact you upon my return. 

Cdn$ and US$ exchange rate fluctuates a lot. 
For the convenience of our US customers  Take 6% 
discount if paying by US$ check, draft or cash.
Exchange rate subject to change without notice.  
Prices shown are in Cdn $. It is easiest to pay by credit 
card, your card company will handle exchange rate. 
 All credit card transactions processed in Cdn$.

 check out our website

CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
  16200  items listed + growing

the #1 source for Canada revenues, Telephone 
& Telegraph Franks, Duck stamps, Wildlife 

Conservation stamps & Canadian Semi-Official Air 
Mail stamps & covers.

 I look forward to hearing from you.
 Erling van Dam

 www.canadarevenuestamps.com

ST1 - 5 complete 1909 SASKATCHEWAN TELEPHONE COMPANY, LTD.
The unique only known complete set

 3 copies are known of the 25c value. (including this one)
A lovely fresh set, the $1 has a small perf fault and minor fold at left

The 10c, 15c, 50c and $1.00 are UNIQUE.
These are much rarer

than FB53a - $2 INVERTED centre or FSC27 - 25c In Prize stamps which catalogue 
$12,500 per stamp. If this was a set of postage stamps it would be priced in the 

hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Ex: Senator Calder, Chesapeake collections

This unique set - $25,000 - interest free terms available

NSC1 - 1903 25c Cape Breton Bar Library 
on  small clipping ``Writ of Summons`. Spectacular 
condition. Only 6 copies known of this great rarity. 

On virtually every wantlist, but just never offered. 
Ex: Chesapeake collection - $4000

NSC2 - 1903 50c Cape Breton Bar Library 
Spectacular condition. 

Only 2 copies known of this great rarity. 
On every wantlist, but just not available. 

Ex: Chesapeake collection - $5000
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SOLD O
UT

ORDERING INFORMATION

The 2009  Canadian revenue  
stamp catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam

in stock for immediate delivery
The definitive catalogue for

Canada & provinces Revenues,
Telephone & Telegraph franks,

Duck, hunting & Wildlife Conservation stamps. 
Spiral bound - 180 pages - 960 colour photos
to BC, Ontario & Maritimes incl. HST Cdn $28.19
rest of Canada incl GST ....................Cdn $26.20
to USA ...............................................Cdn $28.95
Overseas ................................................Cdn $36

prices include Air Mail shipping
+ applicable taxes

Satisfaction Guaranteed or 
Money Refunded.

 Payment with order please, terms may be 
arranged on large purchases.

Prices in Canadian $, unless noted otherwise. 
MINIMUM Credit card order $15

Cdn $100 = approx. US$94
Rate subject to change without notice.

POSTAGE & PACKING
Orders under $250 - to Canada add $2, 

to USA add $3, all other countries $5
 ORDERS $250 and up 

Registered Mail - Canada $12, Overseas $25
Registered mail not available to USA

Expresspost in Canada rate depends on 
location - $12 (regional) or $18 (national) 

$25 for Expresspost to USA
  $60 for Expresspost Overseas.

Orders over $500 - We pay shipping 
in North America & partial shipping 

Overseas.
Orders shipped  Express/Priority post, Fedex, 

Registered are covered by our insurance policy.
Credit card transactions processed in Canadian 
$ and converted by your card company to your 

currency. 

Immediate Refund - for items sold out.
Refunds under $10 - will be made in mint  

Canadian postage stamps at face value,
Canadian Customers: add 5% GST 

B.C. residents: add 5% GST
Maritime & Ontario clients add 13% HST
Items purchased on payment plan are shipped 

once payment in full has been received.

SUBSCRIPTION  INFORMATION
we do not send out renewal notices!

IF ADDRESS LABEL READS "exp 03/14"
(March 2014) or earlier or is highlighted in 
yellow then  your subscription has expired. 
To continue receiving ReveNews bulletins, 
price lists, etc. please make a purchase from 
this newsletter or send your subscription fee in 
the amount shown below. Paid subscriptions 

are extended for one full year. 

B.C., Ontario - Cdn $28.20 (incl. HST)
Maritimes - Cdn $28.20 (incl. HST)

rest of Canada - Cdn $26.75 (inc. GST)
USA - C$36,  rest of World - C$50

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES

NSC20-23*NH Very Fine CAPE BRETON LAW STAMP OVERPRINTS on 1955 issue.
Here is the complete set of these very elusive overprints. When these stamps were current they were difficult to 

obtain as they were only available from one source and hardly anyone was aware of their existence.
 Consequently very few of these sets are found today, it is unlikely other blocks of these exist. 

 Bottom right corner blocks of 4.  An exceptional set. Guaranteed genuine.
  Ex: Rockett, Chesapeake collections -Cat $4200   $2900

1949 ONTARIO VACATION PAY - RARE GUTTER PAIRS
The complete set of gutter pairs. This is only the 2nd complete set I have handled in many years. The 1c pair 
is hinge re-inforced, all others are mint never hinged. Included are OV1a pair, OV3a strip of 4, OV4a strip of 4, 

OV5a pair, OV6a pair. A very attractive complete set of these rarities 
Ex: Rockett, Chesapeake collections - $235

1949 ONTARIO VACATION PAY COMPLETE.
OV1 - 11  1c to $5 complete F-F/VF mint hinged.Complete sets of this issue are hard to find. 

The $1 brown is the difficult value in this set. Ex: Rockett, Chesapeake collections Cat$ 578.50 only $425

1934-67 Quebec Savings stamps complete + Varieties + UNLISTED VARIETY
Desjardins Issue  QCP1* - 1c red, tiny pinhole, UNLISTED 1c red IMPERF, QCP2*NH - 5c blue,

QCP2* UNLISTED unused IMPERF SINGLE - 5c blue IMPERF, QCP3* - 10c brown,  QCP4* - 25c green.
Jacques Cartier issue  QCP5 - 1c red unsed, no gum, QCP6 - 5c blue used faults.
 A unique group for the Quebec revenue specialist. Ex Chesapeake collection - $900

ALBERTA PLATE PROOFS with JUMBO margins at top - AL27/39P Complete.
This the complete set of 13 different 5c - $10 mounted on india on card with red "SPECIMEN" overprint and 

American Banknote Co security punch. There is an extra 20c vermilion value. The $3 brown does not exist as a 
proof. Beautiful VF/SUPERB fresh set. Ex: Chesapeake collection - $500

NBT12b* WATERMARKED - 2c red on yellow IMPERF 
PAIR. very light natural paper wrinkle at very top. Otherwise 
very fine mint no gum as issued. Clear watermark at far right 

Ex: Chesapeake collection -Cat $390 - $195 

NBT13a - 3c red on blue IMPERF PAIR.
Very Fine unused no gum as issued.

Ex: Chesapeake collection - Cat $195 only $145.
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Private Treaty from the Chesapeake collection - Great rarities missing from virtually every collection and never been seen by most collectors.

TGT4* - 1914 black Grand 
Trunk Pacific VF* o.g. from 
book #1. Cat $350 - $250

TGT6* - 1916 black Grand 
Trunk Pacific. VF* o.g.

from book #1. Cat $450 - $350

TGT6a* VF o.g.
RE-ENTRY IN "19"

very Rare. Cat $500 - $395

TGT7* 1917 black. VF unused 
no gum. from book #1.

Cat $500 - $375

TGT9* 1919 gray. 
VF* o.g. Cat $450 - $350

1864 Ontario OL6a - 50c
missing period after "F" in 
"C.F"  Extremely rare item. I 

have handled many basic 50c 
stamps, but never found a 

single copy of OL6a. 
Small perf faults at bottom, but 

very nice otherwise - $150

TGT1* - 1911 black Grand 
Trunk Pacific. Very Fine mint 
original gum copy of this great 

rarity Cat $900 - $800

TGT2* - 1912 black Grand 
Trunk Pacific. VF mint o.g. 

UNLISTED Re-entry in "12"
Unpriced - $750

TGT3* - 1913 ultramarine 
Grand Trunk Pacific. F/VF* o.g. 

very rare Cat .$900 - $800.

TCN4* - Extremely Rare
1923 Canadian National 

Telegraphs with unshaded 
background. minute thin,

 some original gum. 
 Only a few copies known 

 Cat $1800 - $1300

TNR10* - 1913 black
Canadian Northern Telegraph 

Co. mint o.g., Rare
 Cat $700 - $450

OGT19* - VERY RARE
OST11 - $1.50 Stock Transfers 

Tax overprinted  with red 
``GASOLINE TAX``.

faint horizontal bend near top, 
very fresh, very light hinge. 

I have only seen 2 copies in 44 
years. Cat $1600 - $1400

OGT20* - VERY RARE
OST13 - $3 Stock Transfers 
Tax overprinted with purple 

``GASOLINE TAX``.
Very fresh, very light hinge. 
I have only seen one in 44 
years. Cat. $1600- $1500

NSC19 - $3 blue.
1955 CAPE BRETON LAW 
STAMP - A very rare stamp 
and even much rarer with 
perforations all around. 

Very Fine mint o.g. 
Spectacular copy - $450

TGT4* - 1914 Grand Trunk 
Pacific F/VF* o.g. pinhead size 

thin Cat. $350 - $175

BCT1* - Rare 1909 the first 
British Columbia Telephone 
frank with original gum. Nice 

fresh copy. Small inclusion on 
back appears as if it might be a 
small U.R. corner bend which it 

is not so. Cat $750 - $475 

Manitoba  Vacation Pay
MV8*NH - 50c rose red margin 
copy in spectacular condition.  
Only a few copies known. 

Cat $900- $650

MV9* - $1 green original gum, 
very light hinge. A spectacular 
copy of this rarity. Only a few 

copies known. Cat $700 - $595

MV10* - $5 yellow.
The stamp is never hinged, light 

hinge in selvedge at top. 
The great rarity in the set and 

on every wantlist
. Cat $1350 - $975

Manitoba Operating 
Engineers & Firemen Act

ME2 - 1958 blue
Very Fine used.

This is the discovery copy and 
believed to be unique, much 

undervalued - $950

Saskatchewan Law Stamp
SL72a - $1 blue DOUBLE 

PRINT. Very Fine mint never 
hinged. Only 8 copies known.

$995

Ontario Stock Transfer 
overprint

OST39* - ONE DOLLAR on 2c
Very fine mint, original 

gum, hinged. Only a few 
copies known. Ex Rockett, 

Chesapeake.
 Cat $1400 - $1075

OST40* TEN DOLLARS on $15
Very Fine mint, original gum, 
very light hinge. This is the 
great rarity of the set - only a 
few copies known. Ex Rockett, 
Chesapeake. Cat $2000 - $1850

The very rare NSC23a - $3 
green overprint. VF unused, no 
gum. Only a few known - $275

This is a unique
opportunity to acquire 
Showpiece revenue 
stamps missing from 

most collections. Do not 
delay ordering as they will 
undoubtedly sell quickly
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For sale by Private Treaty

SPECTACULAR Major Canada & Provinces Wildlife Conservation, Fishing, Duck & Hunting stamp collection

This is the largest such collection I have handled

A fabulous opportunity for collector or dealer. FDC= First Day cover.
The collection is housed in 9 Canada Conservation & Duck stamp albums + 1 FDC album + 1 blank binder. All items are wildlife conservation stamps unless 

noted otherwise. If you have any questions please call our toll free phone number.

CANADA FEDERAL WILDLIFE HABITAT DUCKS 1985-2003 single booklets + 10 extras. Artist signed single booklets 1986-1997, 2001-2003 + 3 extras. 
FDC 1985-1997, 2002-2004, 2008. Plate blocks 1986-1998, 2000-2003. Complete sheets of 16 1986-2003. Used on licenses 1985-1994, 1996,1998,1999 + 

cat. value $9355 + uncounted 1991 signed and unsigned joint US & Canada mini sheets  –  

ALBERTA WILDLIFE 1996-2006 singles + mini sheets of 4. 1996 artist signed mini sheet of 4. 1996 artist signed FDC. 1996-1999 sheets of 8 – cat. $1269
ALBERTA DUCKS  - AD1-9*NH complete singles + sheets of 20 + a few extra blocks plus UNPRICED FDC 1990, 1991, 1995,1997 – cat. $6015 + Unpriced.
ALBERTA HUNTING LICENSES for 1991-1993, 1995 and 1996. Each hunting license with various UNPRICED stamps e.g. Game bird, moose, white tailed 

deer, mule deer  + Alberta resource development stamps 1985-1992 - UNPRICED in catalogue

ATLANTIC WATERFOWL complete 1995-1998 singles, artist signed singles, mini sheet of 4 and sheets of 8 – cat. $941

BC FISHING 1989-2001 singles. 1991 mini sheet of 4. 1989, 1991-2000 singles on fishing licenses.  1989-1995, 1999, 2001 panes of 8 – cat. $1835
BRITISH COLUMBIA CONSERVATION FUND 1995-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1996, 1997 FDC. 1995-2000 sheets of 8 – cat. $1391

BRITISH COLUMBIA DUCK STAMPS 1947 BCD2 – 50c x 2 singles, BCD2a – booklet pane of 4. BCD2b rare complete booklet of 10 panes BCD2a (cat. 
$1900). BCD3-1948 $1 mint single (cat. $175), BCD3b mint imperf single, BCD4 mint -1949 $1 (cat. $500) – total cat. value $3120

DUCKS UNLIMITED 1994 single and mini sheet of 4.

MANITOBA CONSERVATION FUND 1994-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1994-1998 artist signed singles. 1994-1998 sheets of 8 - cat. $1797
WINNIPEG GAME & FISH ASSOCIATION  MW1 sheet of 100 - cat. $400

MANITOBA FISHING 1993-1997 single stamps and complete panes of 10 – cat. $600

NEW BRUNSWICK 1994-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1994-1998 artist signed singles. 1994-1998 artist signed mini sheets of 4. 
1994-1999 sheets of 8 – cat. $2115

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR 1994-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1994-1998 artist signed singles + 2 extras. 1996-1998 artist signed mini 
sheets of 4 + 2 extras. 1994-2000 sheets of 8 plus 1997 artist signed FDC – cat. $2282

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 1997-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1996-1998 artist signed singles. 1996-1999 sheets of 8 – cat. $1202

NOVA SCOTIA 1992-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4 (+ extra 1993). 1994 -1998 artist signed singles. Scarce 1992, 1993 gutter pairs.
1992-1993 gutter sheets of 16. 1995-1998 sheets of 8. 1992 FDC – cat. $3441

NOVA SCOTIA – CAPE BRETON GAME STAMP Block of 4 consisting of 3 x NSG1 + 1 x NSG1b missing feather on pheasant breast variety – cat. $465

NUNAVUT 1999-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4  plus the 1999 sheet of 8 - cat. $547

ONTARIO 1993-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4 (+ extra 1997 mini sheet). 1994-1995 artist signed mini sheets of 4. 1994-1999 sheets of 8 
plus 1993 gutter sheet of 16. cat. $2312

PITT WATERFOWL 1990-1993 single stamps. 1990-1997 artist signed single stamps ( 2 of most of them). FDC 1991, 1992 imperf pair on FDC, 1992 x 2, 
1995, 1997. 1995 Uncut Jumbo Sheet of 4. 1992-1997 Imperf mini sheets of 4 – cat. $1607

PRAIRIE CONSERVATION PC1-6 complete + PC2A + PC6 mint strip of 5 – cat. $560+

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 1995-2006 singles + mini sheets of 4. 1995-1998 artist signed singles. 1995-2000 sheets of 8 + 1998 artist signed FDC – cat. 
$1617

QUEBEC 1989-2004 singles in booklets  + extra with overprints such as Capex and WWF. Artist signed singles 1988 x 2 1989-1993,1995, 1996 Capex, 1997 
WWF, 1999. Mini sheets of 4 1988 x 2, 1989-2002, 1996 Capex. Artist signed mini sheets of 4 1992, 1995 x 3, 1996 Capex x 2, 1996. FDC 1989-1992, 1994 

x 2, 1998, 2000-2002, 2002 WWF, 2004. Artist signed FDC 1991, 1993, 1997, 1997 wwf. 
Artist signed Imperf mini sheet of 4 1994, 1997. Imperf WWF single  1998. Total cat. value $6035  various Quebec singles in booklets -  cat. $430

SASKATCHEWAN rare SW1-3 1988-1990 singles complete. 1993-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1993-1998 artist signed mini sheets of 4. 1994 artist 
signed FDC. 1993 gutter pair plus 1994-1999 sheets of 8 – cat. $2711

 YUKON 1996-2006 singles and mini sheets of 4. 1996-1998 artist signed singles. 1996-1999 Sheets of 8 – cat. $1202

FDC album full of provincial wildlife conservation signed and unsigned First Day covers  Alberta to Yukon as well as
FEDERAL 1993, 2003, 2007, QUEBEC 1995,2003, 2007 and 1995 Quebec imperf artist signed block of 4 – cat. $5429

+ 1994-2005 Federal Canada duck stamp first day covers – not priced in the revenue catalog. 

A great collection or an excellent stock for a dealer. Many are by well known artists.   
This treasure trove with enormous catalog value of well over $52396 + UNPRICED material - a FANTASTIC buy at $8500 + shipping

Please call if you have any questions or require more info.
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Manitoba ML52c* - 20c overprinted 
"CF", 6 scallops.unused, no gum.

perf. 12 1/2 x fine PINPERF.
The discovery copy and believed to be 

UNIQUE. Very fresh.  - Ex:Pitblado, 
Chesapeake. Cat $750 - $650

Private Treaty   -  A page of UNIQUE & EXCEPTIONAL Manitoba rarities.  All are  EX: Chesapeake collection and most are also EX: Pitblado collection.

ML16 -10c red & black Superb used on part document.
An exceptional quality item genuinely used on piece. Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake

SPECTACULAR - $1200

ML13, 13a -10c + ML11 on clipping.
ML13 and 13a Superb used.

ML13a the top stamp is the rare variety 
with a good part of the "L S" imprint 

at bottom, see arrow. The stamps are 
signed "A. Begg 2" and #4 from the first 
sheet. SPECTACULAR SHOWPIECE.

Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake
 CAT. VALUE MEANINGLESS - $1650

ML17 - 1877 20c signed "E.W. 
Romans" F/VF used copy of this rarity

Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake 
 Cat $1275 - $1150

Manitoba Law
ML20 - 25c signed "DC", ML21 - 

signed "DC" and "EWR" with trace of 
UNLISTED "S" of "LS" at bottom, see 

arrow. VF/SUPERB SHOWPIECE
Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake 

Cat $2250  - $1950

ML26a - 1881 $1 red & black on white 
paper with 2 x purple INVERTED "CF" 
handstamps on piece. Superb used.

Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake
Cat $1350 - $1200

ML36, 8, 11 on part document.
top & bottom with ML8 folded over.
This is a spectacular copy of the 

extremely rare ML36 - with 2 x purple 
"CF". This is the discovery copy as 
shown in our revenue catalogue.

Ex: Pitblado, Chesapeake
Probably UNIQUE - $800

ML34 - 50c with "LS" in indelible pencil 
and initialled "EM". vertical fold to right 

of "0" in "50". signed "K Bileski"
very nice copy - very rare

Ex: Chesapeake collection - $1200

ML39  - rare 20c pair with manuscript 
"CF "on stroked out "LS". Singles are 

rare enough, but a pair is an extremely 
desirable showpiece showing how 

consistent these were. All perfs intact, 
the horizontal black line hides perf at 

right. A very rare showpiece. signed K.  
Bileski. Ex: Chesapeake - $275

ML39a - 20c manuscript CF on LS 
not stroked out. F/VF used all perfs 

intact. signed "K Bileski".
Ex: Chesapeake - $125

ML44 - 50c green with red "L.S." 
on  "CF" stroked out with 5 red lines 
+ ML10. Stamps are used, slightly 

overlapped and still have much original 
gum. signed "K Bileski"
Ex: Chesapeake - $160

1885 ML51a* - 10c ROULETTED
mint with full original gum.  The 

discovery copy believed to be UNIQUE. 
lovely fresh stamp - 1 slightly short 

roulette at bottom right 
Ex: Chesapeake.  Cat $850 - $595

ML52 - 20c overprint "CF", 6 scallops
Small perf tears & faults at left and right. 

Still a nice clean copy of this rarity. 
Ex: Chesapeake. Cat $450 - $195

ML53* unused, no gum - 25c 
overprinted "CF". Light upper right 

corner bend. Nicely centered.
Ex: Chesapeake. Cat $425 - $275

ML53 - 25c overprinted "CF". VF used 
Ex: Chesapeake - Cat $425 - $295

ML56* - $2 overprinted "CF".
Very fresh mint never hinged with 

natural cracked gum which has dried 
out and makes stamp look wrinkly. The 

gum should be removed to preserve 
the stamp. This is one of two known 

copies. Ex: Chesapeake - $750

ML56a* - $2 IMPERF  overprinted "CF" 
VF mint never hinged. Tiny natural 

gum bend at upper right. Spectacular 
Showpiece. The discovery copy.

Ex: Chesapeake -. Cat $1250 - $995
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2 copies of rare FG6 - $3 blue with 4 
1/2 mm red control nos on very early 

1879 "Gas Inspection Office" document. 
slight document fold separation at top 
& bottom has been hinge reinforced to 
protect the document.  Both copies of 

FG6 are fresh well centered
 A very rare early document -  $500 

FB52 - $1 blue + FB48-20c on 1881 
Stratford $4000 promissory note. The 

$1 small piece missing at bottom right. nice otherwise. Without fault this item 
would retail in the $150 - $200 range only $75

1932 cross border $1290 sight draft 
from Montreal to Newfoundland. At that 

time Newfoundland was still a British 
Colony, so revenue duty had to paid in 
both countries. FX34-2c was payable 
in Canada and NFR16a-5c, 17a-10c 
and NFR24-50c paid the 65c rate in 

Newfoundland - $85

RARE 1942 Newfoundland "Boiler 
Certificate" with rare NFR23 - $25 

salmon, perf. 11 + 4 copies NFR30-$1 
+ 8 copies NFR31-$2.50. Fold above 

"Boiler Certificate", no separation. 
Fold just above "dated at St. John's..." 

results in minor separation at right 
through one NFR30. A very nice and 
rare document. High values rare on 

document - $750

1930 cross border $1687 First of 
Exchange from Newfoundland to USA. 
NFR17a-10c, 18a 25c + NFR24-50c 

paid the$1.15 rate - $75

1930 Cross Border $2100 First of 
Exchange from Newfoundland to USA. 
NFR16a - 5c and NFR25 - $1 pay the 

$1.05 rate - $65

Rare Newfoundland 1943 "BOILER 
CERTIFICATE" - 4 copies of NFR31 - 

$2.50 pay the required fee.
the left and right edges have been 

folded over for display purposes $250 

FB33*NH - $1 red & green centre. A 
lovely fresh well centered copy with 

typical dry crackly gum. Fresh brilliant 
colour. Cat. $1350 only $400

FB33*NH - $1 red & green centre. 
A fresh quite well centered pair with 
typical dry crackly gum. Rarely seen 

multiple. A number of blunted perfs as 
is so typical for this issue due to the soft 

paper. Fresh brilliant colour. 
Cat $2700 - $600

FG13  - $2 blue F/VF unused, no gum, 
very fresh Cat $550 - $325FG17* part o.g. 5c blue, 1897 Gas 

Inspection. One of Canada's most 
beautifully engraved revenue rarities. 
Brilliant fresh copy. A tiny bit of gum 
+ a few paper fibres removed due to 

hinge removal, mentioned for the record 
only as it does not detract in any way. 

Spectacular Cat. $4500 - $2699 

PRIVATE TREATY - from various owners

BCL48a*NH  - 50c orange OMITTED.
Faint vertical bend at left does not 

detract. Fresh copy of this rarity - $895

BCL48a*NH  - 50c orange OMITTED
only 9 stamps per pane of 25 come 

with perfs all around. Nice fresh copy of 
this rarity - $995

Consular Fee stamps on Canadian 
Passport pages include FCF3 - $1 

with nice Tokyo cancel on 1970 partial 
passport page.  FCF4 - $2 brown 

on 1952 passport page with London 
cancel + 2 x FCF5 - $5 green on 1969 

passport page (shown). 
Ex: Peter de Groot

 Nice clean document lot - $175

WEIGHTS & MEASURES specialized in one volume - EX: Peter de Groot
Scarce mint never hinged 1897 Queen Victoria SPECIMENS - FWM34, 36-
41, 44*NH  - 5c, 15c, 20c, 30c, 50c, 75c, $1, $2 black each without control 
number and large red diagonal "SPECIMEN" overprint plus rare mint never 
hinged 1906 Edward VII Specimens -  FWM53, 54*NH - $5 and $10 black 

each without control number and large red diagonal "SPECIMEN" overprint.  
Scarce official "INSPECTION OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES" 1c blue preprinted 
postcard notifying scale owner that inspector will be coming to inspect Weights, 

Measures & balances. . FWM34, 38-40, 42-44 with red control numbers and  
FWM47, 48, 50 with blue/purple control numbers. A nice group of documents 

includes. FWM39 -50c on 1914 "Factory Inspection" document with blue 
printing. FWM40 - 75c on different 1902 "Factory Inspection" document with 

blue printing. FWM41 - $1 on different 1902 "Factory Inspection" document with 
blue printing. FWM39-50c and pair FWM42 - $1.50 on 1918 "Original for the 

Trader" document. FWM40-75c, FWM44-$2 on 1913  "Original for the Trader" 
document. FWM38-30c and FWM44-$2 pair on 1908 "Original for the trader" 

document. Very attractive document with a stamps from 3 different issues 
and very unusual thus FWM39-50c red control, FWM50-75c blue control and 

FWM55-$5 blue controls on 1929 "Certificate for the Trader". FWM66-75c and 
FWM67-$1 on 1947 "Weights & Measures Inspection Service" document. 2 

copies FWM69-$2 on 1946 "Weights & Measures Inspection Service" document. 
FWM47a-15c purple # and FWM51-$1 blue on 1928 "Certificate for the Trader" 

document. FWM50 on 1927 "Certificate for the Trader" document. 
Nice collection Was $1495 reduced to - $895 + shipping
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For sale by Private Treaty - from the Peter de Groot estate - prices greatly reduced since previous offering.

 The Peter de Groot award winning "from Birth until Death" Newfoundland revenue document collection.

Without a doubt this is the best Newfoundland Caribou issue document collection ever formed. It won a BNAPS vermeil award. BNAPS has published a book 
with this collection and is available directly from BNAPS or through me. Peter was an incredible researcher. He was the only one able to locate all of the rate & 
other relevant information that has eluded all other collectors and researchers for so long. The buyer of the collection will get Peter's invaluable research notes and 
files. Each document in the award winning collection shows the type of document, date, fee applied, van Dam cat # and type of paper + any other relevant info. 
All documents are different in one way or another. This spectacular collection is ready to exhibit. The collection is described in exactly the same order as the book 
published by BNAPS.

All the material was carefully selected as being the best available quality and generally VERY FINE. All are complete documents unless noted otherwise. 
All documents are different because of  revenue issue, rates or styles. Many better revenue stamps throughout - This is a very impressive collection and would 

be very difficult and  expensive to duplicate. Several documents are valued at several thousand dollars each. It is a goldmine for documents 

VOLUME 1. Starts with the exhibit plan and a very fine valuable block of 4 of NFR35 - $100 Caribou with catalog value of $2200 as 4 singles. Only 1000 copies 
were printed of the $100 and this is one of only 3 known  blocks.  Followed by NFR26-35 single used stamps with all known perf varieties NFR26-34 - 5c-$50 perf 
13.9 as well as NFR26-5c, 27-10c, 30-$1, 31-$2.50, 32-$5, 35-$100 perf. 14.3. NFR46-53A - COMPLETE set of VF*NH 5c - $20 IMPERF PAIRS +  specialized 
collection of NFR36-43 5c - $20 complete issue showing all known different printings, paper and perforation varieties. NFR36a-5c, 37a-10c, 38a-25c mint never 
hinged GUTTER PAIRS (cat $1238) + 25c imprint blocks. THE ULTIMATE PROVISIONAL DOCUMENT NFR45a - MANUSCRIPT "5" x 8 copies including strip of 
4 and 2 pairs on 1963 document with official letter of authentication from former Newfoundland Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance with catalog value of. $2800, 
NFR44 - 5c black overprint mint single and a copy of same stamp on piece (extremely rare) It is the only one I have seen thus. Complete mint set of the scarce1966 
Caribou issue NFR46-53 as well 50c imprint blocks of 10 of both plate numbers and 5c gutter pair. + page of stamps with CSO perfins, vital statistics punch cancel 
+ boiler inspection office cancels.

VOLUME 2.  complete documents with various Caribou issue revenues affixed - "Certificate of Birth" x 2 different type documents" , "Letters of Guardianship", 
"Mortgage" x 4 different for 1938, 1940, 1963, 1966 with various issues affixed, "Chattel Mortgages" x 2 different for 1965, 1970, "Assumption of Mortgage", "Transfer  
of Mortgage", "Release of Mortgage" x 3 different , 1939, 1945, 1969, "Deed of Rectification"

VOLUME 3. complete documents with various Caribou issue revenues affixed - "Affidavit", 3 "Search Receipts", "Requisition for search", "Conveyance" x 4 
different, "Deed of Confirmation", "Assignment" x 2 different , "Lease",
"Assignment of  Lease", "Surrender of Lease",, "

VOLUME 4. complete documents with various Caribou issue revenues affixed - "Subpoena", "Subpoena Duces Tecum", "Writ of Summons", "Writ of Fieri Facias", 
"Exemplification Letters of guardianship", "Masters Certificate", "Certificate" x 2 different, "Promissory Notes", "Bills of Exchange" with large quantity of revenues 
affixed and very unusul thus, "Decree Absolute Divorce", "Company filing of annual return" x 2 different, "Power of Attorney" x 2 different.

VOLUME 5. THE SHOWPIECE DOCUMENT "Letters of Probate 1938", Supreme Court "Letters of Probate" document with NFR15-$100 Edward VII, NFR22-$20 
George V + 3 copies NFR34-$50 orange + 3 copies NFR35-$100 claret + NFR27, 30(2) just the stamps catalog $3663. +  3 more  "Letters of Probate" for 1942, 
1964, 1982. "Letters of Administration x 3 different, "Letters of Administration with Will annexed" x 2 different, "Exemplification of letters of Probate", "Exemplification 
of Letters of administration" x 2 different, VERY RARE & valuable "DEATH CERTIFICATE" of which there are fewer than 5 known.
BOX OF RESEARCH NOTES.

The catalogue value of just volume 1 for the stamps is around $12000 + I estimate the other 4 volumes  which many have valuable revenues affixed to the 
various Caribou issues to have a conservative $9000 retail value. with a total value of $21000 or  more.

Purchase this AWARD WINNING collection -  beautifully written up and ready to exhibit - $13500 + shipping
Please call me if you have any questions
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Western Canada Airways CL40 on May 27, 1927 
cover Red Lake to Montreal via Rolling Portage b/s 

May 31. CL40 nicely tied with Hudson and Red Lake 
cancels.  stock #3475 was $249 now $199

CL41 Jubilee issue on July 1, 1927 First Flight cover 
from Gold Pines with 4 line WCA cachet. b/s Norwood 

Grove, MB 7/18/27. cover has notations about the 
stamps as can be seen. 2 vertical folds do not affect 

CL41. stock #3602 was $295 now $195

CL41-2700 July 1, 1927 Jubilee First flight cover 
Rolling Portage to Red Lake. Special purple maple 

leaf shaped cachet. various backstamps. Nice cover. 
stock #11495 was $495 now $420

CL41-2700c Jubilee issue. July 1, 1927 First flight 
cover Gold Pines to Rolling Portage (b/s July 1, 1927) 
Special purple maple leaf shaped cachet.  Nice clean 

cover . stock #3604 was $450 now $420

Official WESTERN CANADIAN AIRWAYS MAP 
advertising cover CL41-2700 July 1, 1927 First 

Flight from Lac du Bonnet. PILOT SIGNED "F.J. 
Stevenson". Special purple maple leaf shaped 

cachet. Very desirable & RARE company route map 
on reverse. Some pencil writing at bottom below and 

clear of map. stock #12010 was $595 Now $525

CL25b - 2802 Patricia Airways small March 9, 1928 
First Flight cover Sioux Lookout to Gold Pines.

 stock #3619 was $195 Now $175

JACK V. ELLIOT AIR SERVICE CL7 on April 5, 
1926 cute small cover Red Lake to Rolling Portage. 

Very fine. stock #4095 Was $200 Now $180

Western Canada Airways CL40a on July 2, 1929 
First Flight cover Fort Good Hope to Fort Norman. 
Special octagon cachet. Large red plane in U.L. of 
cover. "WCA" manuscript cancel on CL40a. stock 

#4141 was $70 Now $55

CL40a  August 20, 1929 cover from Lac La Ronge 
to Pasadena, Callifornia. CL1 and CL40a both on 

front of cover. No receiver on back. Cover has a few 
wrinkles. stock #4148 was $175 Now $135

PATRICIA AIRWAYS  March 9, 1928 First flight cover 
Gold Pines to Sioux Lookout. special purple maple 
leaf shaped cachet. Both stamps on front. Only 81 

covers flown on this flight.  Cover was opened on left 
and slightly reduced. 

CL43-2802a   stock #4150 Cat. $175 - $150

50th Anniversary Flight Haileybury to Rouyn - 
1974 stock #4635. Regular $15 special $12.50

CHERRY RED AIRLINES CL46a-2905e
December 25, 1929 First flight cover Lac La Ronge 
to Ile a la Crosse. Both stamps on front. CL46a is 

the scarce serif on crossbar of "A" variety.
 stock #4659 was $75 Now $65

CL46-3001b March 11, 1930 FF on official CHERRY 
RED AIRLINE COMPANY cover Lac La Ronge to 
Christopher Lake b/s March 12. All stamps on front.
Cover has wrinkle at upper right from way it was sealed 
and cancelled. stock #4660 was $50 Now $30

CL43-2802b Patricia Airways March 9, 1928 FF 
cover Sioux Lookout to Red Lake. special purple 
maple leaf shaped cachet. both stamps on front. 

stock #4992 was $199 now $175


